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Abstract
The even adjacency split problem is dened as follows: given an undirected graph, determine
whether its vertex set can be partitioned into two dominating sets whose sizes dier by at
most one. We show that the problem is NP-complete for general graphs. We also present two
algorithms for restricted classes of graphs: rst, an algorithm with time complexity linear in the
number of edges that nds such a partition for all graphs which contain no isolated vertices and
no vertex adjacent to more than two vertices of degree one; and second, an algorithm which
determines if such a partition exists for a tree with n vertices in time O(n2). ? 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper considers undirected graphs, G = (V; E), with n= jV j, no self-loops and
no parallel edges. The degree of a vertex is the number of vertices adjacent to it.
Degree 0 vertices are called isolated, and degree 1 vertices are called endvertices. The
objective is to partition the vertex set V of the graph G = (V; E) into two sets V1 and
V2 = V − V1 such that
(i) jjV1j − jV2jj61,
(ii) for every u 2 V2, there exists a v 2 V1 such that (u; v) 2 E,
(iii) for every u 2 V1, there exists a v 2 V2 such that (u; v) 2 E.
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Such a partition is called an even adjacency split (EAS) for the graph. The related
decision problem is:
Even adjacency split (EAS):
Instance: An undirected graph G.
Question: Does G have an even adjacency split?
Note that, if a graph contains an isolated vertex, it does not have an even adjacency
split.
A set of vertices DV is called a dominating set if every vertex not in D is
adjacent to a vertex in D. Hence properties (ii) and (iii) mean that V1 and V2 are
both dominating sets. When the property V2 = V − V1 is included, they are called
complementary dominating sets.
The even adjacency split problem is one of the many problems dealing with disjoint
dominating sets. A classical theorem of Ore [15] states that every graph without isolated
vertices has (at least) two disjoint dominating sets. Ore’s theorem in fact states that
if D is a minimal dominating set, then D and V − D are complementary dominating
sets. This leads to the following natural algorithm to nd complementary dominating
sets when there are no isolated vertices:
D ;:
While D is not a dominating set
select a vertex u of V − D which is not dominated by D
D D [ fug:
The resulting set D is dominating, although not necessarily minimal. However D and
V − D form complementary dominating sets since every vertex of D is adjacent to a
vertex of V − D.
Ore’s theorem says nothing about the relative sizes of the two dominating sets. Of
course, the above algorithm tends to nd complementary dominating sets which are
quite dierent in size. In general, when the relative sizes are considered, the following
problems arise:
MAXimum dominating dierence (MAXDD):
Instance: a graph G = (V; E), and a positive integer k.
Question: Does G have two complementary dominating sets, D and V − D, such
that jV − Dj − jDj>k, or equivalently, does G have two disjoint dominating sets U
and W , not necessarily complementary, such that jW j − jU j>k?
MINimum complementary dominating dierence (MINCDD):
Instance: a graph G = (V; E), and a positive integer k.
Question: Does G have two complementary dominating sets, D and V − D, such
that jjV − Dj − jDjj6k?
MINimum dominating dierence (MINDD):
Instance: a graph G = (V; E), and a positive integer k.
Question: Does G have two disjoint dominating sets U and W , not necessarily
complementary, such that jjW j − jU jj6k?
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The even adjacency split problem is a special case of MINCDD when k = 1. Also
the MAXDD problem is just a variation of the following problem:
Dominating set:
Instance: An undirected graph G and a positive integer k.
Question: Does G have a dominating set of size 6k?
The above algorithm is the outline for the greedy approach to nding an approxima-
tion to the best solution to this problem. The Dominating Set problem is a well-known
NP-complete problem [7]. Thus MAXDD is an NP-complete problem. In Section 2, we
will show that the even adjacency split problem is also NP-complete. Hence MINCDD
is NP-complete. The complexity status of the problem MINDD, which is a dierent
problem than MINCDD, is unknown.
Another problem related to sizes of disjoint dominating sets is the following:
Minimum dominating sum (or dual dominating sets):
Instance: a graph G = (V; E), and a positive integer k.
Question: Does G have two disjoint dominating sets U and W such that jW j
+ jU j6k?
This problem is currently being studied by Hedetniemi et al. [12].
A problem similar to the even adjacency split problem has been studied for tourna-
ments. Recall that a tournament is a directed graph such that for each pair of vertices
u and v, either u has an edge directed to v or v has an edge directed to u, but not
both. The problem that has been studied asks whether a tournament with 2n vertices
can it be partitioned into equal-sized disjoint sets A and B such that the number of A-B
edges equals the number of B-A edges. It turns out that this problem can be solved
in time O(n4) by a dynamic programming algorithm [9]. The problem related to the
even adjacency split problem is whether there exists a partition of the vertices of an
even tournament into equal-sized sets such that each vertex of each set is dominated
by (has an edge directed into it from) at least one vertex of the other set. Certainly,
such a partition does not exist if one vertex dominates every other vertex. In general,
it is not known when such a partition exists, or how eciently one can test for the
property.
The problem studied in this paper, the even adjacency split problem, was originally
dened by Chau and Liestman [4], and occurred in the construction of sparse networks
for broadcasting [4,5]. Since it is not known how to construct minimum broadcast
graphs with an arbitrary number of vertices, the construction of sparse graphs in which
broadcasting can be done in minimum time remains an important goal [2,8,10]. In
this context, an even adjacency split of a broadcast graph allows a large number of
simultaneous communications between the two sets of the split. The techniques of
Chau and Liestman can be used to build larger sparse broadcast graphs from smaller
sparse broadcast graphs produced by any other method provided that each smaller
sparse broadcast graph contains an even adjacency split. Thus, it is valuable to have
algorithms to nd an EAS in a graph if it exists.
The EAS problem is also interesting from a time complexity perspective as it seems
that it requires more time to determine whether an arbitrary tree has an even adjacency
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split than to determine the even adjacency split of much more complex graphs, for
example sparse 2-connected graphs. In particular in Section 4, we present an algorithm
with time bound O(n2) to determine whether a tree with n vertices has an EAS. As
we will indicate, it does not appear that a linear algorithm is possible for trees as this
problem is related to the NP-complete problem called Partition [7]. Considering more
complex graphs, it turns out that an EAS exists for all graphs with no isolated vertices
and no vertex adjacent to more than two endvertices (which includes all 2-connected
graphs). Moreover, in Section 3 an algorithm is presented to nd an EAS in any
such graph where the time required by the algorithm is proportional to the number
of edges in the graph. Thus it appears to be more ecient to nd an EAS for a
sparse 2-connected graph than to test a tree for an EAS. Despite the eciency of
computing an EAS for 2-connected graphs, we will show that the decision problem is
NP-complete for general graphs (as it is dicult to determine if an EAS exists when
there are vertices which are adjacent to many endvertices).
We only know one other problem whose computational complexity has similar char-
acteristics. The problem is:
Cut into connected components of bounded size [6]:
Instance: A undirected graph G = (V; E) and a positive integer k>n=2.
Question: Is there a partition of V into disjoint sets V1 and V2 such that
max(jV1j; jV2j)6k, and both V1 and V2 induce connected subgraphs of G?
For 2-connected graphs, the answer to this question is always \yes" [11], and for
trees, the answer can be determined in linear time [14]. However this problem is
NP-complete for bipartite graphs [6]. It would be interesting to know of other problems
with similar computational complexity.
2. NP-completeness proof for general graphs
In this section, we show that the decision version of the even adjacency split problem
is NP-complete [7] for general graphs.
Theorem. Even adjacency split is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in NP as once a set V1 has been guessed, it can easily be
veried in polynomial time whether V1 and V − V1 satisfy properties (i){(iii).
To show that the even adjacency split problem is NP-hard, we construct a polynomial
transformation from the dominating set problem. Note that isolated vertices must belong
to any dominating set. Also if a graph has no isolated vertices, then if follows from
Ore’s theorem that any minimum dominating set D has at most n=2 vertices, where
n= jV j. Hence in our polynomial transformation, we can assume that the graph G in
an instance of the dominating set problem has no isolated vertices and k6n=2.
For our transformation, we dene a graph G0 which consists of G and n − 2k + 2
new vertices. One of these new vertices, x, is adjacent to every vertex in G. Let N be
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Fig. 1.
the set of new vertices other than x, so that jN j= n− 2k + 1. Each u 2 N is adjacent
only to x (see Fig. 1). We now show that G has a dominating set of size less than or
equal to k if and only if G0 has an EAS.
Suppose G = (V; E) has a dominating set D of size less than or equal to k. Dene
set D0 to contain the elements of D and k − jDj arbitrary vertices from V − D . In
G0 = (V 0; E0), let V1 = (V − D0) [ fxg and V2 = V 0 − V1 = D0 [ N . Then we have
(i) jV1j= jV2j= n− k + 1,
(ii) every vertex in V −D0 is adjacent to a vertex of DV2, and x is adjacent to all
of V2,
(iii) every vertex in V2 is adjacent to x 2 V1.
Therefore G0 has an EAS.
Conversely, suppose G0 has an EAS with x 2 V1. Since each member of N is
adjacent to a vertex in the opposite set, this implies N V2. Let D= V2 \ V = V2 −N ,
so that jDj = k. To show that D is a dominating set of G, consider u 2 V − DV1.
Because of the EAS, u must be adjacent to a vertex w in V2. But then w must be in
D since V2 = D [ N and all the vertices of N are only adjacent to x. Hence D forms
a dominating set of G with size k.
Since G0 can be constructed in polynomial time, the dominating set problem can
be polynomially transformed to the even adjacency split problem. Therefore, the even
adjacency split problem is NP-complete.
3. Graphs with few endvertices
We now describe a linear algorithm to nd an EAS for any graph with no isolated
vertices and no vertex adjacent to more than two endvertices. The algorithm works by
repeatedly selecting a small number of vertices, distributing them equally between the
sets V1 and V2, and then deleting them from the graph. After each such iteration, the
following two invariants hold: (1) the sizes of the two sets V1 and V2 are within 1 of
each other, and (2) every vertex in V1 is adjacent to a vertex in V2 and conversely. With
respect to the current graph (which may have had deletions), the following notation is
used
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Triples is the set of all vertices with at least three adjacent endvertices (all but at
most two of whom must have been created as a result of vertex or edge deletions)
Endvertices is the set of all endvertices, where each vertex u in Endvertices has a
type:
type(u) = 0 u is an endvertex in the original graph,
type(u) = 1 there has been an edge deleted that joined u to a vertex in V1,
type(u) = 2 there has been an edge deleted that joined u to a vertex in V2.
The algorithm calls three procedures, Prune(x), Recover Endvertex(x), and Recover
Triple(x).
Algorithm EAS for Endvertex Constrained Graphs
V1  ;
V2  ;
Endvertices  ;
Triples  ;
For each vertex v
calculate the degree of v, degree(v)
If degree(v) = 1
then place v in Endvertices
type(v) 0
For each vertex v
calculate the number of endvertices adjacent to v
While the graph is not empty do
If Triples 6= ;
then select an arbitrary vertex x from Triples
Recover Triple (x)
else If Endvertices 6= ;
then select an arbitrary vertex x from Endvertices
Recover Endvertex (x)
else select an arbitrary vertex x
select an arbitrary vertex y that is adjacent to x
place x in set V1 and y in set V2
Prune (x)
Prune (y)
end
Procedure Prune (x)
remove all edges incident to x, decrementing the degree of each adjacent vertex
If the removal of an edge creates a new endvertex
then for each endvertex w so created do
place w in Endvertices
If x was put into set V1
then type(w) 1
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else type(w) 2
z  the vertex still adjacent to w
increase by 1 the number of endvertices adjacent to z
If z has >3 adjacent endvertices
then place z in Triples
If the removal of an edge creates an isolated vertex w; w 6= x
then remove w from Endvertices
If w has not been put into either V1 or V2
then place w in the smaller of V1 and V2 (an arbitrary one for equality)
remove vertex w from the graph
remove x from Endvertices or Triples, if it belongs to either of them
remove vertex x from the graph
end
Procedure Recover Endvertex (x)
let w be the vertex adjacent to x
If w has another adjacent endvertex then call it z
place x and z (if it exists) in the smaller of V1 and V2 (an arbitrary one for equality)
place w in the other set
Prune (w) Note that this will delete x; z (if it exists) and w, and all incident edges
end
Procedure Recover Triple (x)
For i= 0; 1; 2 do
calculate #type(i), the number of type i endvertices adjacent to x
If ( #type(1)> #type(2) )
or ( #type(1) = #type(2) and ( ( #type(0) = 0 and jV1j= jV2j+ 1)
or( #type(0) = 2 and jV1j= jV2j − 1) ) )
then place x in V2
place type(0) and type(2) endvertices adjacent to x in V1
distribute type(1) endvertices adjacent to x into V1 and V2 so as to keep the
sizes of V1 and V2 within 1 of each other
Prune(x) Note that this will delete all edges and endvertices to incident x.
else place x in V1
place type(0) and type(1) endvertices adjacent to x in V2
distribute type(2) endvertices adjacent to x into V1 and V2 so as to keep the
sizes of V1 and V2 within 1 of each other
Prune(x) Note that this will delete all edges and endvertices incident to x.
end
Justication
It is easy to see that Procedure prune(x) carries out the removal of vertex x and its
incident edges, and updates (i) the sets Endvertices and Triples, (ii) the type vector,
and (iii) the values for the degrees and the number of adjacent endvertices. In addition,
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if an edge removal creates an isolated vertex w, then w is placed in the smaller of V1
and V2. To justify this latter action, rst consider the calls to Prune. Note that whenever
Prune is called from the main algorithm, Endvertices = ;. Hence, w must have had
degree at least 2. The only way that w can become an isolated vertex is if the degree
of w was 2 and it was adjacent to both x and y, as dened in the main algorithm.
Since x is placed in V1 and y in V2; w can be placed in the smaller of V1 and V2 and
maintain the invariants. Procedures Recover Endvertex and Recover Triple only call
Prune once. Hence the only vertices that could become isolated are Endvertices. But
for both of these procedures all endvertices adjacent to the vertex being pruned are
placed in one of V1 or V2 prior to the call of Prune. Therefore an isolated vertex, that
arises within a call to Prune from one of the two procedures, is not placed in one of
V1 or V2 by Prune as the vertex is already in one of the sets. Thus in all cases, the
handling of an isolated vertex in Prune satises the invariants.
For the call Recover Endvertex (x), let w be the vertex still adjacent to x. Then w
can have at most one adjacent endvertex other than x since the (only) call to Recover
Endvertex is from the main algorithm when we know Triples = ;. Thus the invariants
can be maintained by placing w in the larger of V1 and V2, and placing its adjacent
endvertices in the other set.
For the recovery of a triple vertex x, suppose the \then" part is executed so that x is
placed in the set V2. This means that type(0) and type(2) endvertices must be placed
in set V1 in order to be adjacent to a vertex in the other set. On the other hand, type(1)
vertices are already known to be adjacent to a vertex in set V1 so with x placed in V2,
type(1) vertices can be placed in either set. Thus it is easy to see that for the \then"
case the procedure places the vertices in the sets so that each vertex is adjacent to at
least one vertex of the other set. The situation is similar in the \else" part when x is
placed in V1.
Now let us verify that the sizes of V1 and V2 are still within 1 of each other after the
call Recover Triple (x). Note that although x has at least three endvertices, at most two
of them are type(0). If #type(1)> #type(2); then1+#type(1)>#type(0)+#type(2). In
this case when type(0) and type(2) endvertices are placed in V1, x and enough type(1)
endvertices can be placed in V2 to balance the placement of type(0) and type(2) end-
vertices. Thus in this case the sizes of the two sets can be kept within one of each
other. The case of #type(2)> #type(1) is similar. When #type(1)= #type(2), the han-
dling of the type(0) endvertices is crucial. If #type(0) = 0, then x and either type(1)
or type(2) endvertices must be placed in the smaller of V1 and V2 (and the remain-
ing endvertices placed in the larger one). The algorithm does this. If #type(0) = 2,
the algorithm correctly places the type(0) endvertices and either type(1) or type(2)
endvertices into the smaller of V1 and V2. Finally, if #type(1) = #type(2) and ei-
ther #type(0) = 1 or jV1j = jV2j before the procedure, then x and the type(0) end-
vertex (if it exists) are put in opposite sets, and type(1) and type(2) endvertices
are placed in opposite sets. This will keep the sizes of the sets within one of each
other.
Therefore in all cases, the invariants are maintained, and the algorithm nds an EAS.
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By using adjacency lists to store the graph, linked lists for the Endvertices and
Triples sets, and maintaining the current degree of each vertex, only a constant number
of operations are done for each edge. Therefore the time for the algorithm is linearly
proportional to the number of edges in the graph.
4. Trees
In this section, we present a polynomial time algorithm, EAS Tree, to determine
whether a tree has an even adjacency split. The general idea of the algorithm is to root
the tree, and then use the (recursive) dynamic programming approach. In particular,
four sets are dened for each node such that (i) the sets for a node can be calculated
in polynomial time from the sets for the node’s children, and (ii) from one of the sets
for the root of the whole tree, it is easy to determine whether the tree has an even
adjacency split.
First we establish some notation, and dene the four sets. An adjacency split (AS)
is a partition of the vertex set into two sets, V1 and V2, that satisfy constraints (ii) and
(iii) of Section 1. Often for an AS, the two sets of the partition will have dierent
sizes. For r a node in rooted tree T; T (r) denotes the subtree of T induced by r and its
descendants. (When it is clear from the context, we will also use T (r) to refer to the
vertex set of the subtree T (r).) Four sets are dened in the algorithm for each node r.
They are used to store all the possible dierent sizes of the set V1, such that V1 and V2
form a partition of T (r), and for each child u of r; V1\T (u) and V2\T (u) (=T (u)−V1)
form an AS of T (u). The four sets dier in how r is handled. The rst two characters
of the name of a set indicate which of V1 and V2 contains r. A name contains the word
Covered if the partitions being considered form an AS of the whole subtree, i.e., at
least one child of r is in the opposite one of V1 and V2 as the one that contains r. The
word Open is used if the partitions being considered have r and all its children in V1
or all of them in V2. In this case, the partition forms an AS for the subtree dened by
each child of r, but it does not form an AS of T (r). Note that all of the sets record
the number of vertices in V1.
For a node r and its subtree T (r), the four sets are dened by
V1Covered(r) = f n j 9 AS of T (r) with n= jV1j and r 2 V1 g;
V2Covered(r) = f n j 9 AS of T (r) with n= jV1j and r 2 V2 g;
V1Open(r) = f n j 9 partition of the vertices of T (r) into V1 and V2 such that
n=jV1j; r 2 V1; and for each child u of r; u 2 V1, and V1\T (u)
and V2 \ T (u) form an AS of T (u)g,
V2Open(r) = f n j 9 partition of the vertices of T (r) into V1 and V2 such that
n = jV1j; r 2 V2, and for each child u of r; u 2 V2, and
V1 \ T (u) and V2 \ T (u) form an AS of T (u)g
To compute the four sets, the following set operations are used:
Let A and B be sets of non-negative integers.
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A [ B= f x j x 2 A or x 2 B g;
x − A= f x − y jy 2 A g; where x is an integer at least as large as any value in A;
A+ B= f z j 9x 2 A;9y 2 B; z = x + y g.
Note that V2Covered(r) = jT (r)j − V1Covered(r) since the sets V1 and V2 can be
interchanged to yield an AS with the root in the opposite set. Similarly, V2Open(r)=
jT (r)j − V1Open(r).
The algorithm uses one explicit procedure, Calculate Sets(r). The existence of a
procedure to root a tree is also assumed, but as the methods to accomplish this task
are well known, details are not given.
Algorithm EAS Tree (T)
Root T at an arbitrary node r
Calculate Sets (r)
If bjT j=2c 2 V1Covered(r) or djT j=2e 2 V1Covered(r)
then an even adjacency split exists
else no even adjacency split exists
end
Procedure Calculate Sets (r)
V1Covered(r) ;
V2Covered(r) ;
V1Open(r) f 1 g
V2Open(r) f 0 g
For each child u of r
Calculate Sets (u)
V1Open(r) V1Open(r) + V1Covered(u)
V1Covered(r) ( V1Open(r) + (V2Covered(u) [ V2Open(u)) )
[ ( V1Covered(r)+
(V1Covered(u) [ V2Covered(u) [ V2Open(u)) )
V2Covered(r) jT (r)j − V1Covered(r)
V2Open(r) jT (r)j − V1Open(r)
end
Justication
If Calculate Sets (r) correctly computes the set V1Covered(r), then it is easy to see
that the algorithm correctly determines whether T has an even adjacency split. Now
consider the procedure Calculate Sets(r). The initial values for the sets correspond to
the tree consisting of a node with no children. Hence no AS is possible, and any
partition of the nodes will have either 1 or 0 nodes in the set V1 dependent upon
where r is placed. The initial sets are updated as the subtree dened by each child u
of r is included in the analysis. Let T (r) be the subtree with root r that only includes
the subtrees of r that have been analyzed so far. For u a child of r which is not yet
analyzed, when T (u) is included in T (r) and a V1Open partition is formed, we must
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have r 2 V1; r not covered, u 2 V1, and u covered by one of its children. Thus the
possible sizes of the partition are given by V1Open(r) + V1Covered(u) as per the
algorithm. For the V1Covered(r) set, there are two ways to obtain an AS of the new
T (r) resulting from the inclusion of T (u). One way is if we start with a partition which
is not an AS of T (r) (it’s size is in V1Open(r)), but is an AS of the subtree dened
by each child of r, and then for the partition of T (u) make sure that u is in the set V2
(the size of such a partition is in V2Covered(u) [ V2Open(u)). The other way is to
start with an AS of the current T (r) (whose size is in the current V1Covered(r)), and
then either (i) include any AS of T (u) (it’s size is in V1Covered(u)[V2Covered(u)),
or (ii) include any non-AS partition of T (u) which is an AS of the subtree dened by
each child of u and has u 2 V2 (the partition’s size is in V2Open(u)). The algorithm
includes each of these possibilities, unioning the alternatives and summing the numbers
for subtrees that are combined. The formulae for V2Covered(r) and V2Open(r) follow
from the discussion before the algorithm.
The time complexity of the algorithm will be expressed using the standard notation.
The expression f(n) = O(g(n)) means that there exist positive constants c and n0
such that f(n)6c  g(n) for all n; n>n0. Also, f(n) = 
(g(n)) means that there
exists positive constants c and n0 such that f(n)>c  g(n) for all n; n>n0. Finally,
f(n) =(g(n)) means that f(n) = O(g(n)) and f(n) = 
(g(n)).
The algorithm can be implemented by representing each set by an ordered linked
list, and using the merge update approach for the set operations. If set A has size p
and set B has size q, then the time for A [ B is (p + q), for x − A is (p), and
for A+B is (p  q) all in the worst case. Now if the largest of the sets V1Covered,
V1Open, V2Covered, and V2Open for node r has size p (before the inclusion of the
subtree dened by child u), and the largest of these sets for node u has size q, then
the new sets for node r with subtree u included can be calculated in time (p  q).
Let C(k) be the worst case order for the number of operations to calculate the
sets V1Covered, V1Open, V2Covered, and V2Open for a tree with k nodes. We now
develop a recurrence relation for C(k). The sets for any tree of size k; k > 1, are
obtained from the sets for two smaller trees. Suppose these trees have i and j nodes.
Note that for a tree with k nodes, the largest size for any of V1Covered, V1Open,
V2Covered, and V2Open is less than k (the number of nodes in set V1 (or V2) must be
between 0 and k with not all values possible). Thus the worst-case count of operations
to obtain the sets for the tree is given by the count to nd the sets for the two smaller
trees, plus the worst-case count of the operations to combine them, i.e., C(i)+C(j)+ij.
In general, i and j can be any values greater than 0 such that i+j=k so the recurrence
relation for the worst case order is
C(k) =
(
1; k = 1;
max
i+j=k
[C(i) + C(j) + i  j]; k > 1:
It is easy to verify by induction that the solution to this recurrence relation is k  (k +
1)=2. Thus C(k) =(k2), and the worst-case time for algorithm EAS Tree on a tree
of size n is (n2).
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Fig. 2.
Note that the algorithm can be modied so that in the same order of time it can
compute an EAS (when one exists).
At rst sight, this time bound appears to be a very pessimistic as it seems that the
sets will never be large. This raises the question of whether a better bound might exist
for the algorithm. But consider the graph (a caterpillar) shown in Fig. 2 when the total
number of nodes is even. Now consider node i; 16i6r, and its collection of 1+ai
incident endvertices. Node i must be in V1 or V2, so all its incident endvertices must
be in the other set. This creates an imbalance between the two sets of size ai. This is
true of each of the nodes 1 through r. Thus testing for an EAS of the caterpillar is
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equivalent to determining a subset A0 of A= f1; 2; : : : ; rg such thatX
i2A0
ai =
X
i2A−A0
ai:
But the later problem is the well-known NP-complete problem Partition [7]. Of course
in the EAS context, the problem is not NP-complete as the input is a tree (which is
equivalent to inputting the values ai in unary notation). This limits the sizes of the
values so that the standard dynamic programming approach [7] yields a polynomial
solution. Nevertheless, if each ai = (1) then r = (n) and we have to solve the
partition problem with (n) values. In particular, for the simple case where ai = 4
for 16i6n=6, the set V1Covered for the subtree rooted at j (that contains vertices
1; 2; : : : ; j and their subtrees) contains j values (V1Covered(j)=fj+4k j 06k6j−1g).
Since there are n=6 such sets and they are all quite distinct, a lower bound on the time
to compute the sets V1Covered is given by the sum of their sizes
n=6X
j=1
jV1Covered(j)j=
n=6X
j=1
j =
n=6(n=6− 1)
2
=(n2):
Thus 
(n2) seems to be a lower bound on the time required by the EAS Tree algorithm
to handle a caterpillar. Also, since a partition problem needs to be solved, it seems
unlikely that another approach can do better than (n2).
Of course, not all trees require time (n2). For binary trees, obviously the tree
consisting of 1 vertex does not have an even adjacency split. The binary tree that
can be formed from K1;3 (the root has one child which in turn has two children) also
has no EAS. But every other binary tree satises the constraints for the algorithm in
Section 3, so that an even adjacency split can be found for it in linear time. Similar
results hold for other types of trees. For the class of binomial trees [16,3], the only
tree that does not have an even adjacency split is the 1 vertex tree since in a binomial
tree no vertex has more than one adjacent endvertex. The same result is obtained for
Fibonnaci trees [13] as no vertex has more than two adjacent endvertices.
5. Conclusions
We have shown that the even adjacency split problem has an interesting time com-
plexity. For graphs in general, the problem is NP-complete. However for a large class
of graphs (those with no isolated vertices and no vertex adjacent to more than two
vertices of degree 1), an EAS always exists and can be found in time linearly pro-
portional to the number of edges of the graph. In addition, since the Partition problem
is involved, it seems likely that 
(n2) is a lower bound on the time required to de-
termine if an EAS exists for an arbitrary tree (and to obtain it when it does exist).
As a result, it appears that the EAS problem can be solved more eciently for quite
complex graphs (for example sparse 2-connected graphs) than for arbitrary trees.
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A follow up paper [1] shows that the EAS problem is NP-complete for split graphs
and bipartite graphs. It also gives polynomial algorithms for the EAS problem on
cographs and interval graphs.
An interesting question concerns the growth of the time complexity as the number of
endvertices allowed per vertex grows. Suppose the number of endvertices adjacent to
any vertex is no more than a xed constant k; k > 2. For what, if any, values of k does
a polynomial algorithm exist, or does it become NP-complete for even small values of
k? For k=3, we have a slightly more complicated linear algorithm, but do not know the
answer for larger values for k. Another possible area for investigation is approximation
algorithms for minimum complementary dominating dierence or minimum dominating
dierence.
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